Catalysis by yeast alcohol dehydrogenase.
Table 7 presents a brief summary of the effects of various mutations on some of the relevant kinetic constants. The results illustrate several important features of the use of site-directed mutagenesis in exploring structure and function of enzymes. Note that most of the mutations affect a given step or kinetic parameter in the mechanism, such as the binding of NAD+ or the turnover number with ethanol. Furthermore, one mutation can affect many steps in the mechanism. Thus, it is difficult to ascribe a particular role to an amino acid residue. It is also difficult to quantify the function of a residue, since the magnitudes of the effects on kinetic parameters will be modulated by the other amino acid residues that participate in the reaction. Comprehensive and quantitative kinetic studies of many mutant enzymes are required if we are to understand catalysis and specificity. We are reluctant to describe any residue as "essential" for activity since substitution with some amino acid can probably produce an enzyme with some residual activity. (Maybe the Thr48Gly enzyme would be active, as a water molecule could substitute for the hydroxyl of the threonine.) Likewise, when substitution of a residue partially, but not totally, decreases activity, it does not necessarily mean that the residue is "not essential". The change in activity can reflect the contribution of that residue to catalysis. On the other hand, if various substitutions of a residue do not change activity, it would be reasonable to conclude that the residue is not essential (Plapp et al., 1971). Most of the amino acid residues at the active site are involved in the catalytic mechanism, either by contacting the substrates directly or by participating in the chemistry. Some of the residues that are outside of the active site are indirectly involved, by affecting the structure of the protein. Substitution of an important amino acid residue should significantly affect activity, and studies on the kinetics and structure should allow one to distinguish among the various explanations.